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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Challenges for international players in colour cosmetics
Resilient consumer demand for variety
Rise of budget-friendly assortments
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Anticipated recovery: Gradual growth in colour cosmetics
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Resilient growth of deodorants in Uzbekistan
Brand loyalty shapes the deodorants product area
Deodorant spray dominance due to budget-friendly approach
PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Increased budgets set sights on deodorant sales
Brands to compete for price-sensitive consumers
Urban growth as a key driver for deodorants
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Resilient beauty essentials: Women's razors and blades
Turkish brands rise to prominence
Shift in beauty practices: Home-based solutions

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Continued growth with niche appeal
Challenges in hair removal and bleaches
Sustained dominance of Venus
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Fragrances in Uzbekistan
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Cultural significance fuels growth in fragrances product area
Premium brands find favour with immigrant population
Government initiatives to regulate grey imports
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Continued growth trajectory for fragrances
Expansion of beauty retail chains enhances fragrance offerings
Direct marketing drives sales growth
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Hair care dynamics in Uzbekistan
Limited adoption of post-shampoo care
Strategic focus on Clear brand by Unilever Group
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Affordability takes centre stage
Challenges for new entrants amidst strong brand loyalty
Rise of Korean brands
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Noteworthy growth in men's grooming
Nivea's holistic approach to grooming
Positive trajectory of men's fragrances
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Price sensitivity shapes consumer choices
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Intense competition and marketing
Advocacy for personalised toothpaste choices
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Import stabilisation drives growth
Youthful appeal boosts masks and acne products
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Gradual post-pandemic rebound
Evolving competitive landscape while L'Oréal maintains dominant position
Public awareness of the importance of sun care continues to grow
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Strong reputation propels Nivea
Mass segment drives growth
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Affordability challenges in Uzbekistan
Retail cutbacks impact skin care and make-up
Cultural traditions uphold stability in premium fragrances
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Optimistic trends in premium beauty personal care
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Rising prices drive preference for mass beauty and personal care
International giants maintain dominance in mass beauty and personal care
Counterfeit challenges driven by low-income demographic

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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